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Mixed Mode Vibration Control

Mixed mode testing is used to simulate the vibration 
environment of structures where there is a combination of 
broadband and cyclic or narrowband energy.  Cyclic energy can 
be in the form of sine tones (line frequencies) or narrowband 
random.  Examples of Sine on Random (SOR) vibration include 
helicopter vibration, where random vibration due to turbulence 
and sine vibration due to rotor blade frequencies are 
combined.  Vibration from tracked vehicles is typical of Random 
on Random (ROR), where narrowband random is superimposed 
on broadband random.  For both sine on random and random 
on random, the sine and narrowband component frequencies 
can be fixed or swept. The system also allows for rapid on/off 
control of narrowbands to simulate gunfire.

Single Shaker Vibration Control

SignalStar Mixed Mode provides single shaker control of up to 16 
components of sines or narrowbands on a broadband random 
background.  Components may be any combination of sine 
tones and narrowbands.  Each component has its own profile 
and sweep parameters.  For SignalStar Scalar and Vector systems, 
Sine on Random and Random on Random are available 
separately for a more cost effective system.

Multi Shaker Vibration Control

SignalStar Matrix Multi Shaker Mixed Mode enables the user to 
perform simultaneous mixed mode control of up to 12 shakers.  
Multi shaker Mixed Mode tests can be defined with up to 5 sine 
tones or up to 10 random narrowbands.  Users may specify the 
phase and coherence between control channels.

Random on Random

Random on Random (ROR) provides control of swept or 
stationary narrowband random on a broadband random 

background.  The broadband random is a user-specified 
breakpoint table of power spectral density vs. frequency.  Each 
narrowband component has an independent sweep profile, 
bandwidth and sweep rate.  Narrowbands may be stationary or 
swept at a user specified logarithmic or linear rate.  To simulate 
gunfire vibration, narrowbands may be turned on and off at user 
specified intervals. 

Sine on Random

Sine on Random (SOR) provides control of swept or stationary 
sine components on a broadband random background.  The 
broadband random is a user specified breakpoint table of power 
spectral density vs. frequency.  Each sine component has an 
independent, user specified sine sweep profile vs. frequency in 
constant acceleration, velocity, and displacement segments.  Sine 
tones may be stationary or swept at a user specified logarithmic 
or linear sweep rate.
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Sine and Random on Random

SignalStar Mixed Mode combines the features of Random on 
Random and Sine on Random.  Single shaker Mixed Mode 
provides the capability to control up to 16 components, in any 
combination of sine tones and narrowbands.

Mixed Mode Control

Mixed mode testing is a complex control task, which combines a 
shaped random background profile with independently 
controlled sinusoidal and narrowband random components.  For 
sine on random testing, sine tone amplitudes are extracted from 
the control signal and used in separate control loops to generate 
pure sine drive signals that are summed in the time domain with 
the broad band random signal.   The test run schedule includes 
multiple test stages with independent test level and control 
averaging parameters.   The run schedule also allows you to turn 
on and off narrowband and sine components, and turn on and 
off component sweeps.  You can also manually turn on and off 
components and sweeps during the test.
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Analysis Capabilities

SignalStar Vector and Matrix offer the capability to make 
additional measurements during a Mixed Mode test that are 
independent of the control processing and may be tailored for 
the analysis task.  These measurements may be independently 
scheduled to occur at any time during the Mixed Mode test.  
Measurement parameters include:

•  Measurement type:  Gxx, Gxy, Hxy, and Coh
•  Averaging type:  stable, exponential, peak hold
•  Averaging:  number of averages

Measurement data may be saved for further analysis, such as 
operating deflection shape and operating modal analysis.  Data 
may be exported to other common file formats, such as Universal 
File Format and ASCII for analysis by other applications. 

Vector and Matrix Mixed Mode also offer the option to record 
time data continuously to disk during vibration control. Local 
throughput disks in each ABACUS chassis allow over 100,000 
samples per second per channel, regardless of the number of 
channels. Throughput can be synchronized to the start and end 
of the test or manually started and stopped during a test. 
Throughput records are managed on the local throughput disk 
enabling multiple throughput saves within a single test and 
multiple test runs without clearing files on the throughput disk.


